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Comment
From the Chair

Nina Hatch

Dear Members,
Our 2014 AGM took place in Birmingham on October 18th. As the newly elected Chair, I
hope that date will come to be seen as significant for the fortunes of our Association with
its compelling rationale for Environmental Education.
I have been a member of NAEE for over 30 years and worked in the education profession for even longer.
So I appreciate that, as with all aspects of formal and informal learning, Environmental Education must
address an age of rapid change – changes in global information communication, changes in teaching styles,
changes in attitudes towards the means of sustaining the future of our planet. Equally, as a democratic
organisation, we have to continue to support, and be supported by, our members and associates.
During the summer our President, Professor William Scott, wrote a report for NAEE into the governance,
management, finances, purposes and future activities of the Association. This included a survey of
Association data and records, and a consultation of officers and members of the Association, together with
a number of prominent environmental educators across the UK.
Bill was asked to make recommendations about:
whether the Association's current purposes are now appropriate, and what changes (if any) may
be required;
how to finance the Association for the future;
how the Association might best be governed, and what its constitution might say in relation to
this; and
how the Association might best be managed on a day-to-day basis.
We received Bill's report in early October, and had our first discussions about it at the Executive
Committee meeting following the AGM. The report made over 50 recommendations covering issues as
diverse as: purposes, finance, budgeting and accounting, membership, the constitution, governance,
leadership and management, national co-ordination, the journal, website and uses of social media.
Bill's first recommendation was that: "The Association should agree a strategy for considering and, where
appropriate, acting on the recommendations that are set out in this report". We immediately accepted
this and have set up a series of meetings over the next few months to think about what the report says.
We will keep you informed about the progress we are making through this column in future editions of the
journal. In the meantime, any member can offer their thoughts through info@naee.org.uk or via social
media (page 31).
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From the Editor

Henricus Peters

This edition of Environmental Education celebrates a number of items. The Executive Committee is
implementing a new set of actions,  to  ensure  NAEE  is  ‘fit  for  the  future’.  As  new  Chair  Nina  states:  ‘I  hope  
that date [October 2014] will come to be seen as significant for the fortunes of our Association with
its compelling rationale for Environmental Education’.  We  look  for  more  members’  input  as  time  goes  on
(page 4).
We celebrate more and more school students choosing to cycle or walk to school. Making healthier
choices, as well as reducing the numbers of cars on our roads – and of course, less pollution (page 9)!
2014 marked the 15th anniversary of The Gruffalo, and The  Gruffalo’s  Child’s 10th anniversary. We are
delighted to highlight a range of celebratory events, driven by the Forestry Commission and Magic Light
Pictures (page 13). Whoever said that books should not be taken outdoors clearly hasn’t  seen  these  
activities! Still in the forest, we have two case studies of educators bringing children to re-connect with
their natural environment at a very early age (pages 15 and 18).
As we continue to make the journal as interactive as possible, we bring you a widening range of new
books, with some great discounts (pages 28 and 29). We are keen to hear from NAEE members – if you
have come across new books you wish to recommend, your favourite websites or photos of activities
featuring the eight ‘sustainability’  doorways, please do get in touch via editor@naee.org.uk. If there is
something you especially agree or disagree with, please write in with a Letter to the Editor. As always,
keep an eye on the NAEE website www.naee.org.uk or follow us on social media.

Write for Environmental Education
We welcome articles, photos (for Agenda) and book reviews from NAEE members, supporters
and readers.
We are especially interested in case studies, including outdoor education, outdoor classrooms,
forest schools etc. – in primary or secondary schools and colleges.
Words: 500 per page; max 4 pages.
Articles may occasionally be reprinted either on their own or with other articles in NAEE
publications.
Photos: These should be as high resolution as possible and sent as separate jpeg
attachments! You must have the permission of the picture taker.
For more information, please contact editor@naee.org.uk.
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Profile
NAEE and me
Henricus Peters

Teacher, NAEE Executive, and Editor of Environmental Education journal
My view
An early years and primary-trained teacher, I have
taught in London, England and am now a supply
(substitute) teacher in Shanghai. My wife Anne is
also a teacher and we have just adopted a Chinese
boy – and have already taken him hiking and
camping on the Great Wall! I have a particular
passion for re-connecting children and young
people with their natural environments – be it via
the curriculum, taking classes outside where
possible; or through after-school activities and
Scouting. As an educator, I believe that the whole
school community – students, teachers,
administrators, the cleaners and caretakers! –
need to work towards a common
goal/vision/action plan to enable a school to truly
get on the road to sustainability. That means:
talking, creating, then acting!
Why did I join NAEE?
I joined the Association 10 years ago, because it
was the only United Kingdom network that ‘did  
what it said on  the  tin’:    providing  resources  and  
support for Environmental Education and
Education for Sustainable Development, as well as
Outdoor Education. When there is so much
information  out  there,  it’s  literally  dizzying!  NAEE  
provides support and advice from experienced
educators – people  who  have  ‘been  there and
done it’, with successes or failure but lessons
learned!  Therefore,  members  can  avoid  ‘reinventing  the  wheel’.  NAEE  is  working  to  
strengthen its relationship with a range of related
groups and even companies who are championing
Environmental Education.
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I saw an advert on the NAEE website for
volunteers – some people forget that we are
totally run by non-paid volunteers many of whom
also serve on the Executive Committee – with the
backing of our one day-per-week National
Coordinator.
What’s  my  role  in  NAEE?
I have been on the Executive Committee for
several years – as Primary Rep, then as Co-Chair
for four years (two separate periods), on the
Editorial Team as a writer, Managing Editor
(sourcing ideas and articles – NOT  ‘managing  the  
editor’  as  some  think!) and now for the last year
as Communications Officer – Editor and e-Media
Director. As Communications Officer, I work
alongside the NAEE office, a very small team of
proof readers and a couple of section editors – for
example, book reviews coordinators. All Executive
contribute their expertise at times via reviewing
books, sending in links and ideas, plus reports on
conferences and resources. With some Executive
help, I maintain social media – twitter, facebook,
LinkedIn, pinterest  ‘feeds’  and  integrate these
with the NAEE website www.naee.org.uk.
A big challenge is what to include in the
Environmental Education journal: there is so much
happening in the world of Environmental
Education. We (the Executive as publishers of the
EE journal and NAEE website) want to ensure we
feature a wide range ranges of materials in the
form of good-quality, useful case studies; indepth
features about EE/ESD; and resources, of which
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there are a huge number, so the challenge is to
find the best! Our NAEE website – run by another
volunteer webmaster – with its news, resources
and links, runs alongside the growing number of
social media platforms to promote specific
discussions. For example, this year I hosted our
first ever #ASEchat #educhat at www.ase.org.uk
(Association for Science Education) – an online
discussion about Environmental Education. I also
held  an  online  discussion  about  ‘the  pros  and  cons  
of  animals  in  schools’  on  LinkedIn.  All  of  these  
brought people, especially teachers and
educators, together to create real networking
opportunities – and of course helped to raise
NAEE’s  profile.  
What else do I do for Environmental Education?
Outside of NAEE, I am a primary school teacher in
Shanghai (my paid job!), the Coordinator of our
‘Ecology  Action  Team’  after-school activity (which
is supported  by  ‘Roots  and  Shoots’)  and  at  the  
same time a Teacher Representative on the School
Environment Committee. Both of these mean:
helping to arrange school-wide environment
events such as delivering assemblies, setting up
displays, being at major school events, including
the annual Environment Week in April with
‘Treecycling’,  Green  Dress  Day  (raising  funds  for  
Million  Tree  Project),  food  focus  in  the  cafeteria  …  
the list is growing! All of these I write up in the
regular School Newsletter to promote
Environmental Education in school to parents. All
of these feed nicely into NAEE. Further, I am a
(voluntary) Leader in Cubs and Scouts with Boy
Scouts of America which is active here in
Shanghai. Another challenge is balancing these
with raising a 19 month old Chinese boy, William,
who we have recently adopted! As I live in
Shanghai, all of my communication is via email,
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social media with some skype contact. Being Asiabased gives me a unique perspective on world
issues, whilst still being grounded in UK events.
What are my teaching experiences?
Living in Shanghai and teaching at Yew Chung
International School, people ask what are the
environmental challenges? Actually, they are
very similar compared to teaching and living in the
United Kingdom. Encouraging children to be more
sustainable – and all that this implies – is, in my
experience NOT the problem – young  people  ‘see’  
what is happening to Planet Earth and tend to be
very concerned. Usually, once they understand
the issues, they  ask  ‘what  can I/we do?’.  The  
challenge is engaging the teachers, administrators
and  ‘stakeholders’  – sponsors, for starters – of the
value of Environmental Education, and the
resultant need for action to be more eco-friendly
– and  for  this  NOT  to  be  simply  ‘lip  service’!  The
costs of taking positive action for our
environments must, in my opinion, be shown as
including  ‘hard  cash’;  and  the  benefits  need  to  be
much  more  than  just  a  ‘warm  feeling’  ….  which  is  
lovely, but is very hard to quantify!
Many of the challenges of communities and
schools being or becoming more sustainable, are,
in my experience, very similar indeed – the United
Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand have very
comparable case studies with some local
variations. In China, the issues – while still similar
to those in England – are more driven and
therefore affected, by an economy in overdrive –
and the government is now playing catch-up with
air quality, or the lack of it, pollution and water
pollution!    In  Africa,  respective  countries’  politics  
and of course climate, result in a new set of
challenges. We feature Africa in this edition of
Environmental Education (page 23).
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Agenda
Examples of the doorways to sustainability
Text and photos by Henricus Peters
Transport & Travel: There are a huge number of benefits to riding a
bicycle: health, fitness and getting outside! To cycle to school, is of
course, a great way to avoid being stuck in traffic jams! Read more
about this from Page 9.

Food & Water: School children take a
break during a Physical Education
lesson. Two things to spot here –
children drinking water, and using reusable bottles…. no paper cups here!

(Photo courtesy of Sustrans)

Local Well-being: Using a local park or campsite to ‘get away from it
all’ – and undertake a wide range of activities, not able to be done
otherwise…..  
fire lighting,
den building,
cooking and of
course
camping.

AGENDA: In each edition, we aim to feature a few of the eight doorways - Buildings & Grounds; Energy &
Water; Transport and Travel; Local Well-being; Food & Drink; Global Dimension; Purchasing & Waste;
Inclusion & Participation. Members can send items to editor@naee.org.uk.

Environmental Education Volume 107
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Transport and Travel
Moving to a better future....
Alistair Goulding Sustrans Officer
Background
Sustrans has had a dedicated team for working in
education and with young people since 1995. We
started with our Safe Routes to Schools (SRS)
project based on initiatives in Denmark which had
delivered Europe’s highest cycling to school rates,
whilst dramatically lowering child road casualties.
Two officers each worked with 10 schools in York
and Hampshire to help them increase walking and
cycling to school, using a mix of behavioural and
infrastructure changes in conjunction with the
local authorities. The success of these pilots led to
an SRS information service which helped support
schools throughout the country, running events,
providing resources and working with both local
and national government.

Thanks to this work, the Education and Transport
departments funded School Travel Advisors in
every English local authority and provided grants
to schools who wrote travel plans which could be
spent on supporting measures such as cycle
storage. Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
also introduced officers and their own school
travel funding and initiatives.
In 2004, Sustrans was looking to evolve its work
with children by embedding officers in schools for
a year, to bring about profound change and instill
a pro-cycling culture. And so our Bike It project
was born, funded by the creation of Bike Hub, a
levy on sales by bike manufacturers and
independent bike retailers.

The independence offered by walking and cycling is of particular appeal to teenagers.
Environmental Education Volume 107
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We started with just four officers, who typically
quadrupled the number of children cycling
regularly to schools they worked with. A decade
on, over half a million children have benefited and
we have over 150 officers in what is now our
Education and Young People team.

school and the local community through healthier,
happier young people and reduced congestion.
For example, in the schools we work with:
•
•

there was a 6% reduction in car use
twice as many children cycled regularly as
before our intervention

It isn’t just behaviour changes that are important;
infrastructure – such as traffic-free paths, new
crossings, cycle and scooter storage – is needed to
complement it. In 2013, for example, children
made 110 million trips on Sustrans’ National Cycle
Network, and through our Links to Schools
programme we made it easier for pupils to get
from their homes and schools to existing local
cycle and walking routes.
Good access, such as bridges or crossings across
busy roads, can be invaluable in helping young
people make safe, healthy journeys.
Our work with young people is currently funded
by various partners at both national and local
level, and we work to promote walking, scooting
and public transport in addition to cycling. Our
officers give pupils the skills and confidence to
travel under their own steam and their parents
the confidence to let them. We create an active
travel culture in the school community, with farreaching benefits for health, emotional wellbeing,
independence and social development.
These partnerships have established beyond
doubt that when you work well with the willing
and you invest in the right way, you can bring
profound change. We have created a love of
active travel in young people that will set them up
for life.
Benefits
By the end of 2013/14 we were working with one
in 10 schools across the UK. This provides a huge
range of benefits for the pupils, their families, the
Environmental Education Volume 107

We know that physical activity is critical for our
young  people’s  health  and  wellbeing,  and  active  
travel is an easy way to incorporate a significant
amount of the one hour (or more) a day
recommended by the UK nations’  Chief  Medical  
Officers.
Worryingly, round 20% of our school-age children
are classified as obese and most aren’t getting
even this minimum one hour of activity. Yet a 15minute walk or cycle ride to school and home
again would make up half of that (the average
distance of a journey to primary school takes
about 20 minutes to walk at a typical pace, and to
secondary school about 15 minutes of moderate
cycling).
Mental health often improves too. Research
shows that even 15 minutes of activity can lead to
significant increases in positive moods (and
decreases in negative moods) amongst younger
children. It can improve their control over anxiety
and depression, and multiple studies demonstrate
physical activity is positively related to academic
performance (Singh et al, 2012 Physical Activity
and Performance at School).
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There is a social benefit too. Where Sustrans
works, we often see parents and siblings become
more active. Research also indicates that children
who travel actively to school have wide social
networks and are more actively engaged with
their community than those who travel by car,
whilst independently negotiating the school
journey is thought to develop children’s
responsibility, decision making, and time- and riskmanagement skills.

School and community events provide
excellent opportunities to promote walking,
cycling and scooting to families.
It is not unusual for our officers to find that pupils
who were previously difficult to engage take to
cycling or scooting with enthusiasm, displaying
talents not exhibited in the classroom as they
partake in active travel clubs, or even give
presentations to the rest of the school.
Punctuality often increases when regular
breakfast bike clubs or events are organised.
The benefits of active travel are simply too many
to convey even in an in-depth article such as this –
if you would like to learn more, our ‘Benefits of
active travel for young people’ information sheet
has everything you need to know, with references
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for all the research. Just visit the ‘Help yourself’
section of www.sustrans.org.uk/teachers.
Issues and solutions
Sustrans has gradually tailored its approach over
the years, based on our direct experience in
working with young people. To ensure the best
outcomes, we structure our programme as
follows:
•

We look at the setting in which the target
group is engaged, to establish and develop
the extent to which behaviour change is
supported.
• Awareness-raising activities are then
delivered  to  develop  people’s  knowledge  
of why we want to change behaviour.
• Empowerment activities follow to enable
this change.
• Finally, action activities are delivered.
These have the biggest impact because
young people, staff and parents
understand why we are asking them to
change their behaviour, and have learnt
how they are able to do so.
Sometimes in schools you can meet resistance to
encouraging more active and sustainable travel. It
can come from various sources and for any
number of reasons. However, by following the
steps above, by gathering as much information
and input from different parties as possible and by
being practical, our officers can overcome most, if
not all, of the barriers presented. For example,
children generally want to cycle – we surveyed
tens of thousands and almost 50% say they would
prefer to get to school by bike. Yet across the UK,
typically only 2% do. Often it is the parents who
have the final say and their concern about cycling
means they may not want their child to. By
organising adult cycle training, or doing training as
families, the parents’ view will quickly change.
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Sustrans would love to work with every school in
the UK and this is our aim. However, to do so
requires funding and in the last few years this has
become more challenging to source. To change
this we are currently running our Campaign for
Safer Streets, calling on government to make
dedicated funding available, commit to lower
traffic speeds, and transform local walking and
cycling routes. You can get more details at
www.sustrans.org.uk/safetoschool.
The Big Pedal
Our annual Big Pedal event is the  UK’s  largest  
inter-school cycling and scooting challenge. Each
spring, schools compete to see who can get the
most pupils, families and staff members to arrive
on two wheels, with prizes such as bike stunt
shows and cycle storage up for grabs. In 2014 over
1,300 schools made more than 1.1 million trips to
school by bike or scooter. Register at
www.bigpedal.org.uk.
The Big Street Survey
The Big Street Survey is an exciting, practical
curriculum resource where pupils investigate the
area around their school and create a manifesto
on how to make their streets safer and greener.
Young people identify the good and the bad, and
deliver their manifesto to local and national
decision-makers to make it happen. One school in
County Durham impressed so much that they
were invited to present evidence at the All-Party
Commission on Physical Activity in Westminster.
Visit www.sustrans.org.uk/bigstreetsurvey.
The Big Shift
During the rest of the year, schools can try
Sustrans’ Big Shift, a free-to-access online
challenge designed to motivate the school
community to travel more actively. The challenge
sets the school individual targets based on how
pupils currently travel, helping them make a Small
Step, Big Stride or Giant Leap to increasing active
journeys. The Big Shift works perfectly with our
Environmental Education Volume 107

six-week guide ‘Increasing Active Travel to School’.
Visit www.sustrans.org.uk/bigshift.
Case Study
Crossflatts School in Bingley, West Yorkshire, was
one of the very first we worked with in 2004. At
the outset, just four pupils were cycling, but now
there’s a bike shed for 100 bikes which is often
full. Not bad in a school of 393 pupils!
In the summer of 2013 a third of pupils were
cycling regularly to school, and an impressive 10%
continued through the wet winter. During the Big
Pedal in 2014, 29% of the school cycled or scooted
every day.
The Sustrans / Bike Hub partnership was key to
this transformation which has been sustained and
developed with investment in new walking and
cycling routes and ongoing innovation by the
school itself. Sustrans schools officer Emily Groves
adds:
“Crossflatts was the first school I encouraged to
buy balance bikes for the younger children to use.
As a result, the majority of children are now riding
a bike by the age of five. The school community is
very supportive and last year the Parent Teacher
Association paid for a pump track and a perimeter
cycle track for the children to use during
lunchtimes. And, fantastically, a BMX coach has
been hired to do cycle coaching as part of PE
lessons.
“It’s not just the children who are getting active,
though. The school installed a shower, as a
number of teachers regularly cycle, and I’ve seen
parents cycling with their children before going on
to catch their train. One of the dads has even
become a Sustrans volunteer, and is now helping
us to work with the local secondary school.”
For more information:
www.sustrans.org.uk/teachers
Email youngpeople@sustrans.org.uk
12
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Gruffalo trails encourage children to learn from nature
Katrina Podlewska Forestry Commission; Dani Andres Spirit Public Relations

Gruffalo  Birthday  …  an  excited  toddler  meets  the  Gruffalo!
Ask primary children about the Gruffalo and the
chances are most will be able to describe the
character created by Julia Donaldson in the books
The Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, illustrated
by Axel Scheffler. So it was an exciting prospect
that families were able to go on forest adventures
with Mouse in 24 forests and woods across
England to celebrate The Gruffalo’s  15th  
anniversary and The  Gruffalo’s  Child’s 10th
anniversary.
Families learnt about nature, searched for animal
tracks, built animal homes and looked for
materials used by animals to keep warm in winter.
These activity trails were devised to support Early
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Years Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1
curriculums, with links to knowledge of the world,
language development, sensory learning and
numeracy.
Ian Gambles, Director of Forestry Commission
England, commented:
The Gruffalo activity trails were an outstanding
success and we welcomed an unprecedented
number of children and families to forests across
the country – many for their first time.
The trails encouraged visitors to make the most of
the autumn and winter seasons and learn about
our beautiful forests alongside one of the all-time
favourite  book  characters.”
13
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Activity packs were available for visitors to
purchase, which included a foraging bag for
collecting woodland materials, a fun-packed
Gruffalo’s  Child activity leaflet linked to the
activity trail, a special Gruffalo’s  Child sticker and a
colouring-in sheet. These packs encouraged
children to learn even more about the behaviour
of animals in autumn and winter.
In addition, Magic Light Pictures released a new
Gruffalo app, Gruffalo:Photo, which encouraged
children and their families to explore and take
photographs whilst out on their forest adventure.
They could even take a #gruffaloselfie!
Martin Pope, co-founder, Magic Light Pictures,
said:
“Gruffalo:Photo perfectly taps into the ideas of
discovery and adventure  which  Julia  and  Axel’s  
books inspire. With this app we want to

encourage children and families to explore their
surroundings and take an even greater interest in
nature.”
Gruffalo:Photo comes hot on the heels of
Gruffalo:Games, the No.1 Kids and Education app
on iPad, which saw over 250,000 plays in the first
three weeks.
For more information:
Web: www.forestry.gov.uk/gruffalo for details of
Gruffalo’s  Child activity and trails.
www.forestry.gov.uk/england-learning to sign up
to the Forestry Commission learning database
Article authors: Katrina Podlewska at the Forestry
Commission;
Katrina.podlewska@forestry.gsi.gov.uk;
Dani Andres at Spirit Public Relations;
dandres@spiritpublicrelations.co.uk

A boy ventures into the deep, dark wood in a Gruffalo costume.
Environmental Education Volume 107
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Field
Outdoor Learning Training
Building skills and confidence in using school grounds
Sam Goddard Forest School Leader, and Chair of Herefordshire Forest School Group
Outdoor  play  and  learning  is  crucial  to  children’s  
healthy development, both physically, mentally
and  emotionally.  In  his  acclaimed  book  ‘Last  Child  
In  The  Woods’,  Richard  Louv says that many of our
children are suffering from ‘nature  deficit  
disorder’.  This  is  a  term  which  describes  the  
disconnection many children now have with the
natural world and the effects this can have on
their wellbeing and future attitudes. Research into
Forest School, carried out by the Forestry
Commission, has concluded that there were
‘substantive  behavioural  changes’  noted  after  a  
programme of Forest School sessions.
They concluded that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

new perspectives were gained for the
children, teachers and parents
children’s  self-esteem and confidence
increased
social skills improved
language and communication improved
physical motor skills improved
the children displayed increased
motivation and concentration

There is a growing body of evidence that these
benefits can also be found in outdoor learning
more generally. Another part of the picture is the
benefit to the environment itself of children
playing and learning outdoors. Children who
regularly access the outdoors and enjoy their
experiences are more likely to see the natural
world as something important and worth looking
after. If children grow up disconnected with their
natural environment, they are far less likely to
have a caring and respectful relationship to it in
adult life. This attitude is likely to be passed on, in
turn, to their own children. In this way we are
facing a huge challenge to the future development
of our young people which could have
implications for the future of our world too.
In short, children need nature and nature needs
children.
As professionals working with children, we have a
responsibility to give them the best possible
chance of creating a positive relationship with
nature and the outdoors. Forest School is one way
to do this, but there are also opportunities to take
learning outside on a wider scale.
Outdoor Schools is a new branch of the training
organisation Cambium Sustainable. We are based
in Herefordshire and have for many years
provided Forest School training across the county
and into South Wales and the Midlands. As the
organisation has grown, we noticed a gap in the
training on offer for teachers and other
professionals who are enthusiastic about working
outdoors with the children in their care.
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Although Forest School is hugely beneficial and
something we feel passionately about, we felt that
there was little accredited training for
practitioners who wanted to get outdoors as
much as possible to deliver the curriculum using
the school grounds or other outdoor spaces.

something too risky or time consuming to
organise. Outdoor Schools courses re-energise
professionals, helping them to look again at that
leaf-filled pond or patch of grass and think about
how they can get the maximum learning benefits
for their children by using their green spaces.

This was the start  of  ‘Outdoor  Schools’  a  new  
venture which saw Anney Thornton Wood, owner
of Cambium, working with Agored Cymru
(formerly OCN Wales) to develop Outdoor
Learning Practitioner (Level 2) and Outdoor
Learning Coordinator (Level 3). These courses are
designed to give practitioners confidence and
skills to embed outdoor learning as part of their
school’s curriculum delivery.

This could be from:

During visits to schools in my role as a Forest
School Leader, I notice how difficult it is for
teachers and other staff to make the most of their
outdoor space. Schools are beset by league tables
and targets, often seeing getting the children
outdoors  as  an  additional  pressure,  an  ‘add-on’  or  

•
•

•

•

•

regular visits to a growing area, planting
and caring for food crops
taking play outdoors to wild areas of the
school grounds, encouraging climbing,
balancing and controlled risk taking
holding regular literacy sessions outdoors ,
using the environment as a stimulus for
stories, poems or writing sessions
taking maths outside with sorting,
measuring, leaf algebra or creating shapes
with natural materials
using ponds as valuable areas to explore
habitats and eco-systems, a huge learning
opportunity for the science curriculum

The Outdoor Learning Practitioner course focuses
on the following areas, from practical activities to
understanding the theory behind it:
• Understanding the benefits and risks of
using the outdoors as a learning
environment, looking at current thinking
on outdoor learning practice and research.
• Taking part in practical work e.g.
gardening, encouraging wildlife, small
animal care, identification of local species
& understanding natural environments.
• Understanding the range of learning
opportunities offered, looking at the scope
and practicalities of developing outdoor
spaces, mapping outdoor learning to the
curriculum, participating in activities
suitable for learning outdoors, assessing
the benefits of outdoor learning.
• Knowing how to sustainably manage
outdoor learning environments, looking at
Environmental Education Volume 107
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•

•

ecological structures in the natural
environment, identifying species, looking
at ecological impact assessments and
producing a basic management plan for an
outdoor area.
Understanding how outdoor learning
impacts on learning and professional
practice, looking at this from the
perspective of both learner and
practitioner

The courses have been accessed by professionals
across the Midlands, into Wales and further afield
in partnership with other organisations, and the
demand seems to be growing. It is so inspiring to
meet people who are as excited about outdoor
learning as we are and share their ideas and
projects.

‘We have outdoor learning planned every week
now as a timetabled activity and a far more
focussed appreciation of the value of outdoor
learning has spread throughout the school due to
Sue attending your training, so I thank you for
that.’  Head  teacher
‘Achievement of the Outdoor Learning
Practitioner and Coordinator courses by
individuals in schools working towards gaining
LOtC Mark would be viewed very positively in the
assessment process as examples of how the school
is supporting LOtC-related CPD within the staff
team.’ Beth Gardner, Chief Executive of CLOtC
For more information:
www.herefordshireforestschools.org.uk
www.forestresearch.gov.uk
Find Sam at www.rootedforestschool.co.uk
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How Exeter Forest School Fosters Risky Play
Zion Lights Home educator and writer
and other Forest School
events with their children,
Exeter Forest School has
set up sessions for adults
including leadership
training days and outdoor
learning activities.
I took my two year old
daughter to the Tree Tots
Toddler group run by
Exeter Forest School, and
the positive benefits were
immediately visible. Most
children  my  daughter’s  
age attend playgroups
which are indoors, rely on
plastic toys and a fair
amount of what we call
Forest School leader Chris White teaching my daughter how to use a saw
‘bouncing  off  the  walls’.  
Exeter Forest School is a not-for-profit social
At Exeter Forest School the children remain
enterprise that focuses on outdoor learning. It
naturally calm without the walls to hem them in,
was founded in 2012 by Chris White, Tom Lowday
as they are free to run wild and explore at leisure.
and Shevek Pring. Their aim was simple - to bring
The fact that children are calmer in natural
the outdoors to young children, but they rapidly
surroundings and in green spaces is fairly well
expanded into catering for all ages including
known now but what is not as widely discussed is
adults. The Forest School began as a series of
the impact of free and risky outdoor play.
fortnightly  ‘Saturday Clubs’  for  children  as  a  way  
Every activity at Forest School has to be
of getting them into natural outdoor learning, and
considered for Risk Benefit Assessment which
the attendance and feedback from these events
involves weighing up the risks of an activity
was so positive that six months later the School
against future benefits. The tendency in indoor
was running sessions six days a week. At present
classrooms with limited space may be to focus on
Exeter Forest School has two leaders but there are
immediate problems that lead to avoiding risky
two more in training and the School now also
activities, but at Forest School the more risky
offers Forest School leadership training to people
ventures are perceived as important because they
who want to get involved. Following feedback
develop essential long-term skills and are also fun.
from adults who have attended birthday parties

Environmental Education Volume 107
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A professor at Queen Maud University in Norway
has identified six categories of risks that attract
children in their play. These are: great heights,
rough and tumble, fast speeds, dangerous tools,
dangerous elements, and disappearing/getting
lost. Exeter Forest School fosters all of these types
of outdoor play, with space for children to run
wild in, to go at great speed, fall over, and to hide
from others. Forest School leaders also encourage
children to climb to great heights (trees and
constructed apparatus) sensibly and supervise
children with the use of dangerous tools and
around campfires.
According to research published in the
International Journal of Environmental Research
and Public Health, there are many reasons for
encouraging risky outdoor play, as  ‘imposing  too  
many  restrictions  on  children’s  outdoor  risky  play  
hinders  their  development’  and  there  is  a  strong  
case for allowing risks so that children are able to
learn to learn to manage them with no or minimal
adult intervention. For example, fire is something
we are taught to keep our children away from but
there is much to be learned to do with personal
and group risk and responsibility when there is a
fire burning in the middle of a group setting.
Despite there being as many as eight young
children at one Tree Tots session, none of them
have been harmed by the fire and nor do parents
need to reprimand them to keep them away. They
tend to approach the fire carefully and therefore
feel the heat that warns them to keep away from
the flames.
Attending a regular Forest School group is not just
about getting a child into a green space for two
hours a week. My daughter and I go to the local
park almost every day, but the lawn there is
mowed, there are few bugs in the grass, and
children there rarely climb the trees. Even though
it is a green outdoor space with trees in it, it has a
‘tame’  feel  to  it,  which  is  the  complete  opposite  to  
Environmental Education Volume 107

My daughter enjoying the freedom of the Forest
School base, a natural woodland setting.
the setting for Tree Tots Toddlers, which is
situated in a natural woodland on Shillingford
Organic Farm. In this setting my daughter is free
to explore the natural surroundings, wallow in
mud, get wet and dirty with other children,
discover insects and fungi, climb trees or the rope
apparatus on the site, or wander off for some
alone time whenever she wants to. She also has
the option of joining in with the other children
and doing activities, and does so without any
coercion from me.
At the Tree Tots group I have watched children go
from being shy city-dwellers with a fear of loud
roads and fast cars to confident rural explorers
who thrive on wild time. One activity my daughter
has really enjoyed at Forest School is sawing tree
branches to make wind instruments, which is
something I would never have thought of
exposing her to and nor do I have the confidence
to do it with her at home. Using woodworking
tools we have made dream-catchers and tree
decorations, other musical instruments, created
mud paintings with mostly natural materials found
in our immediate environment, and contributed to
the creation of a den made entirely of wood from
the forest floor. We have also had picnics, looked
at bugs through magnifying glasses and listened to
stories around the fire while toasting
marshmallows.
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What  didn’t  work  and  how  this  was  resolved
The Tree Tot Toddler sessions combine a range of
simple activities for the children, most of which
involve the helping hand of a parent or guardian.
There is no rigidity to the sessions and this helps
to maintain the calm atmosphere, as activities are
not rushed and are fluid depending on variables
such as the weather and what the children are
interested in doing. For example, if children are
clearly getting peckish then all activities stop to sit
around the fire and eat together. There is a loose
structure - each session begins and ends with a
song by Forest School leader Chris White, through
his companion puppet Freddy the Fox - but the
lack of a tightly regimented timetable is
deliberate.
This is because a major mistake Exeter Forest
School made in its early days was attempting to
stick to tightly structured sessions with, for
example, one hour of an activity followed by
another hour of a different activity. The Forest
School  leaders  found  that  this  didn’t  work  well  
with children in the toddler sessions or the older
groups, so they decided to follow the lead of the
learners instead. The School then naturally
evolved into having a child-led, more fluid
approach to learning and Chris says that the
leaders had to re-organise their own ideas of
structured learning in order to produce the now
free-flowing, loose structure of the group that
works so well for the children and adults involved.
Just as free play is valued at the School so too is
an element of freedom to live in the moment, and
in  Chris’s  words  ‘you  never  know  what’s  going  to  
happen  next’.
Although my daughter and I do plenty of craft and
‘messy’  activities  at  home  and  in  groups  around  
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our  city,  I’m  sure  she  is  aware  that  mum  is  keeping  
an eye on the paint splashing on the carpet and
watching out for when the glue goes too close to
little lips and so on. Outdoors at the Forest
School’s  Tree  Tot  Toddlers  sessions  I  have  no  such  
worries, as mess only seems natural and Chris is
clearly at home leading us in this environment. I
relax  more,  and  I’m  sure  my  daughter is aware of
this  which  helps  her  to  relax  more  too.  If  there’s  
one thing educators can do to help foster learning
in children of all ages, it is to reduce the amount
of stress in the classroom, and involving risky play
and a natural setting can certainly help to do this.
The other parents also seem visibly relaxed as
they can allow their toddlers to crawl off to chew
twigs and watch squirrels, with experienced
leaders around to oversee any potentially risky
activities.
Exeter Forest School has been so successful over
the last two years in pleasing children and parents
alike that the founders are now thinking of
creating a kindergarten forest school nursery and
teaching their skills to foreign language students,
As  Chris  White  says,  ‘there  is  no  cap  on how far
Forest School can delve into our existing
education  system’,  which  perhaps  sums  up  
something essential about the way our children
engage with learning - the sky should be the limit.
For the Tree Tot Toddlers it certainly is.
More information: Zion Lights:
www.zionlights.co.uk
Exeter Forest School: www.exeteroutdoors.co.uk
Research - Risky  Play  and  Children’s  Safety:  
Balancing Priorities for Optimal Child
Development:
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3499858
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Inspiring young New Zealand
Tiff Stewart Manager, Kiwi Conservation Club
The Kiwi Conservation Club (KCC) was established
in 1988 by the Royal Forest & Bird Protection
Society of New Zealand, in order to involve and
educate children in conservation. KCC caters to
young people aged between five and twelve. Our
vision is that through the Kiwi Conservation Club,
young New Zealanders will come to enjoy,
understand  and  love  New  Zealand’s  unique  
natural environment, and will begin to develop
the skills to actively care for it.
The Kiwi Conservation Club is an effective means
of  spreading  Forest  &  Bird’s  conservation  
message. We have three main avenues for
reaching our members. One is our nature
conservation magazine for young people - Wild
Things. The second is the ever-evolving KCC
website. The third strand is our nationwide
network of local groups – ‘KCC  branches’  – run by
volunteer coordinators. These local branches give
KCC members the opportunity to gain first-hand
experience of conservation and the natural world,
by participating in monthly KCC adventures.
Weaving these three strands together are some
underlying principles. The first is that first-hand
experience is one of the best teachers, so we aim
to  ‘show’  rather  than  ‘tell’  our  members  about  the  
wonders of our natural world. The next is that the
information we, as an organisation, deliver is
scientifically accurate and up-to-date. And we
want to remember always that plain old good fun
is a very powerful tool!
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The KCC branch adventures have a special point of
difference that sets them apart from many other
youth  groups.  We  don’t  require  that  our  KCC  
Coordinators are trained educators or guides.
Rather, we stipulate that parents or guardians
must accompany children on all KCC trips. While
this might seem to be a limiting factor, in reality it
has led to a beautiful situation. KCC adventures
are  frequently  punctuated  by  adults  exclaiming  “I
didn’t  know  that!”,  and  the  benefits  of  lighting  the  
spark of enthusiasm for conservation in whole
families is easy to appreciate. This does mean that
our KCC Coordinators are a very special group of
people, undaunted by the need to plan and run
trips to cater for preschoolers to young teenagers,
plus any configuration of parents, grandparents,
and friends.
KCC Coordinators manage these needs in a variety
of ways – sometimes trips might have a lower age
limit, sometimes overall numbers will be limited,
sometimes trips are not pushchair appropriate but more often than not, all are welcome to join a
trip, and everyone has an interesting and inspiring
time.
The KCC Coordinators also have to be a special

breed as the adventures they could plan are
almost limitless – from a two hour Saturday
afternoon fossil-hunt along a river bed to an
overnight camp including bat-detecting, stargazing, glow-worm science and stories from local
history; KCC Coordinators are incredibly adaptable
and imaginative people!
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Case Studies…
Two recent trips illustrate the diversity of KCC very
nicely. One event, organised by North Shore KCC
branch,  was  called  ‘Stunning  Skinks  and  Gorgeous  
Geckos’.  KCC  members  from  across  the  Auckland  
region were invited to spend an afternoon
learning about our amazing native lizards – and,
wonder of wonders, they were able to hold and
touch the rare reptiles (an honour usually
reserved for a small number of permit-holding
scientists). The event inspired sheer delight, and a
life-long love for lizards!

A very different weekend-long camp
inspired North Canterbury KCC kids. One
of the highlights was using bat detectors
to  ‘listen’  for  native  bats.  The  biggest  
challenge was an hour-long walk through
Cave Stream, which has carved out a
pathway beneath the limestone of Castle
Hill.
Being underground and in water for such
a long time challenged members big and
small, and their feelings and sense of
achievement are reflected in these
thoughtful haiku:
Cave rocks freezing cold
scary moving slowly through
getting out is bliss
Heidi
Going underground
cold and scary deep and wet
slippery and fun
Philip
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Dark dripping wet cave
can I do it I wonder
success light at last Nina
More information: www.kcc.org.nz
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‘I.D.E.A.S’  for  Uganda : Makerere  Chapter  …..  at  the  Zenith
of Environmental Education
Matovu Paul IDEAs For Uganda-Makerere University
Background

Project implementation

Intellectual Decisions on Environmental
Awareness Solutions (I.D.E.A.S) for Uganda is
among the fastest growing youth-led voluntary
environmental organizations in East Africa. With
chapters in primary, secondary schools and
universities, the movement is progressively
creating environmental awareness among the
youth with its strongholds at Makerere University.

Lecturers from the College of Agriculture,
Environmental and Geographical Sciences and
students in the Makerere University chapter
volunteered to serve as a platform to avail and
disseminate environmental and climate change
awareness and engagement on real-world issues
through peer group approach and consultation
with the university professors. The intent was to
build  the  “passion  for  change”  among  schoolgoing children with consultation services,
professional training programs, capacity building,
leadership development, youth empowerment,
peer-to-peer mentorship and incubation.

Right from its inception in 2012, the I.D.E.A.S For
Uganda Makerere university chapter embarked on
not only creating awareness on environmental
management and conservation, but also took an
active role in demonstrating and volunteering in a
number of clean up campaigns on campus, the
neighborhoods and a number of other areas in our
environment that
attracted attention.
Waste segregation and
tree planting are the
main activities carried
out wherever the
chapter goes.
In October 2013, the
chapter leaders
proposed a project
aimed at creating
awareness and
education on matters
concerning the
environment in mainly
primary and secondary
schools.
Environmental Education Volume 107
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The earliest beneficiaries of this project were
St.Kizito School Bugoloobi, St. Joseph Kyamasansa
Primary School, Bright Star Primary School,
Homisdalen Schools, and Caltec Academy, among
others; where students were taught about the
concept of environmental change and other
components of Environmental Education.
Today,  I.D.E.A.S  for  Makerere’s  most  prolific  
expedition is the Bududa-Landslide Awareness
Campaign that followed the August 2013
landslides on this part of the Elgon mountain.  It’s  
on record that from 2007 to date, the District that
lies at the slopes of the mountain has been hit by
a series of hailstorms, mud and landslides with the
most catastrophic having been experienced in
2010 in Nametsi village. It cleared a whole trading
centre and left over 362 people dead.
Reports showed that the main causes of the
landslides were: land fragmentation which had
the land overused, poor methods of cultivation on
the steep slopes, severe deforestation and heavy
rains. I.D.E.A.S for Makerere leaders Matovu Paul
and Ngolobe Michael made a trip to the area to
educate the locals, including children, on the best
approaches of controlling mass wasting.
With  support  and  guidance  from  the  Sarah’s  
Ohmnigate Orphanage and local leadership, the
team clustered the participants into two groups:
the children below 16 years converged and were
lectured from Ohmnigate while the older
members of the community were lectured from
Shibanga and Shilakano trading centres.

The  pioneer  trainees  were  the  children  of  Sarah’s  
Ohmnigate orphanage home which shelters over
30 children who lost their parents in the
landslides. They were trained in efficient and
environmentally-friendly farming methods like
contour ploughing, agroforestry and cultivation of
cover crops as a way of reducing water runoff and
hence reducing the chances of landslide
occurrence.
Older members of the community from 20 villages
were also educated about tree planting, water
harvesting, planting of cover crops, consequences
of land fragmentation, cultivation and settlement
on the hill slopes. The locals were also taught
about the importance of possessing land titles as
another approach of tackling land grabbing and
land fragmentation.
Areas of concern
While the people of Bududa would like to put an
end to the nightmare of mass wasting (landslides,
mudslides etc.) their ability to do so is hampered
by widespread poverty, low quality and limited
exposure to education, poor infrastructure,
inadequate health services, famine and minimal
support from the government. It is quite
unfortunate that the hilly nature of this district
scares away many potential CSOs and government
officers because the lack of a well-constructed
road network makes the area inaccessible! This
could probably explain why many children do not
go to school.
The next visit of the I.D.E.A.S team will aim to
follow up and evaluate the project. Our major
consideration will be the children in schools and at
Sarah’s  Ohmnigate home. We are currently
collecting scholastic materials to be given to the
children during the next visit.
More information:

matovucastor@rocketmail.com;
www.ideas2uganda.blogspot.com
Environmental Education Volume 107
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Learning with nature Marina Robb, Victoria Mew and Anna Richardson; ISBN: 978 0 85784
239 8; Green Books; £17.99; Available from: Amazon, Green Books.
A quick internet search or time spent in this sector tells you that the world is
not short of books offering activities to do in the great outdoors. However,
credit  must  be  given  to  the  authors  of  ‘Learning  with  nature’  who  have  
written a book which stands out in this sea of titles and offers a thoroughly
enjoyable and useful read.
For a teacher or parent embarking on a new outdoor journey, the layout of
the activities is a god-send. The sections divide into clear, easy to navigate
categories and each activity offers instructions, variations and a fantastic box
entitled  ‘invisible  learning’  which  outlines  learning  outcomes  from  which  teachers  and  practitioners  can  
ascertain which activities will best suit their objectives.
The activities themselves are the book’s second key strengths. Stalwarts of the Environmental
Educationalist’s toolkit are mixed with some really creative and novel ideas. As with most books of this
type it is hard to write a comprehensive instruction and with some activities a test run would be advisable
(‘Badger knows best’ and ‘Pyrite wands’ are two brilliant activities which would benefit from this). The
book lends itself really well to being the focus of an inset day. Leave a copy in the staff room and ask each
participant to choose and lead one activity on the day. Seeing how these go will build confidence, iron out
any gaps in knowledge and inspire use of the book back in the classroom.
The  authors’  passions  are  tangible  throughout  ‘Learning  with  nature’.  However  at  times  the  introduction  
aims  to  cover  too  much,  touching  on  great  concepts,  such  as  ‘the  art  of  questioning’  but  not  fully  managing  
to communicate the point to someone new to this area.
This is a book written by three women with a wide range of experiences in the field and a real passion for
inspiring confidence in the outdoors. The outcome is a relevant resource for those working across the age
ranges, from activities that help explain food chains to KS2, to challenging and novel outdoor ideas for
older children and grown up children alike. This book has a lot to offer in an easily accessible format which
is hard to beat and is highly recommended as a must for any school bookshelf.
Hannah McVey
Life in the 1970s Carol Harris; Pitkin; ISBN: 978-1-84165-541-3. £5.99;
available from The History Press; OX14 4SB

Environmental Education

I lived through the 1970s. It was a mixed experience. On the one hand: marriage, a
PhD, going to work in Uganda, children, and a great job; on the other: widespread
social and industrial strife, three-day weeks, unburied bodies, nuclear superpower
tensions, the Red Brigades and the Baader-Meinhof Gang, wars everywhere, and
famine, dreadful fashions, digital watches, dubious music, instant mashed potato,
and the emergence of global concerns about the environment. I was glad when the
1980s came along.
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This book says a great deal about what is in my second list. There are chapters on: the home, working
lives, at the shops, relationships, childhood, science and technology, health, fashion, popular culture,
transport, war and peace, in the news, and sports. It covers life as we knew it, and much of it finds an echo
now  as  there  are  pictures  of  ABBA,  Bruce  Forsyth,  Elton  John,  Columbo,  Star  Wars,  and  Johnny  Rotten.    It’s  
just like watching afternoon ITV2.
But it is what it doesn't say that's most interesting. Environmental concerns are dismissed in 16
words. There's no space for a consideration of, say, acid rain, the energy crisis, or of the array of reports
and books detailing increasing global problems, for example, Limits to Growth. Nor of the emergence of a
world-wide environmental movement.
So, if you're looking for that sort of thing, look elsewhere. However, if it's a quick glance at what else you
missed, this might just do. William Scott, NAEE President
Can We Save the Tiger? Martin Jenkins, Illustrator: Vicky White; ISBN: 978-0-7636-4909-8;
Candlewick Press; Amazon, ABE books, Ebay. Second hand.
‘Can We Save the Tiger?’ is a stunning book. Open it to any page and you can
guarantee a visual treat. Vicky White’s illustrations are the real highlight of this plea to
curb human caused extinction. The half sketch book, half detailed painting style,
where backgrounds and details come and go, gives a stunning fading feel to the book
which fits well with its subject. The drawings are not child focused, but universally
entrancing,  which  helps  extend  the  book’s  appeal  across  the  age  ranges.  
Martin  Jenkins’s text is a plea that speaks directly to the reader. It begins with an
introduction to animals that we will never see again.  The  dodo,  Stellar’s  sea  cow  and  Great  Auk  all  feature  
before focusing in on one of the next potential casualties, the tiger. The book uses the tiger to explain the
complexities of species decline. This is not a rant about the bad people of the world, it is a gentle
introduction to just quite how complicated the matter is.
Pleasingly, the book moves on beyond the iconic tiger to grapple with some less famous victims. The
Partula snail and Kakapo both take centre stage, each with their own complex story of decline. Luckily
there is also a continued glimmer of hope as Jenkins describes the conservation efforts already underway.
The final message is an acknowledgement that while this varied array of problems, from over population,
to bad historical decisions, may make it seem like there will never be a solution, Jenkins firmly rests on the
point that there is no option but for us all to continue trying.
The text is accessible on a number of levels. The font size varies, and perhaps could have benefited by
selecting certain text to enlarge that would follow a simple narrative for younger readers, rather than the
variation being seemingly at random. An older reader can concentrate on the main text or focus in on the
facts and figures that are positioned next to each animal, charting their habitat and current numbers left in
the wild.
This book would make an excellent research tool for an upper KS2 study on human effects on the
environment. However it best fits within the Science statutory requirements for year four, to whom the
book may be a little challenging. With regards to higher key stages this book is best placed to complement
KS3 human geography and interactions and interdependencies in KS3 biology.
Environmental Education Volume 107
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Water Asia’s New Battleground Brahma Chellaney; ISBN 978-1-58901-771-9. Georgetown
University Press, Washington D.C. Published 2011 Hardback 384pp. £20.75 (available at
discount prices)
Speaking from my subject specialisms of geography and history and one who finds the
combinations of politics, social attitudes and economics both fascinating and of critical
importance, this book is a gem. Environmentalists are sometimes thought of as nonrealists pursuing interesting but not very important agenda. This is a serious in-depth
study  of  what  may  turn  out  to  be  the  biggest  threat  to  the  World’s  future  stability  in  the  
coming  years.  To  quote  from  the  dust  cover,  “The  battles  of  yesterday  were  fought  over  
land. Those of today are over energy, but the battles of tomorrow may be over water.
Nowhere is that danger greater than in water-distressed  Asia.”  
As  the  book  is  written  by  an  Indian  and  published  in  the  USA  and  sees  China’s  actions  as  posing  the  biggest  
threat, one could suspect an anti-China bias. However, the arguments are well made and the detailed
information is excellent. Water security deserves the same status of international concern that climate
change is at last receiving. Chairman Mao set in place a programme to prove that the Communist State was
a greater power than spiritual gods and was more effective at controlling nature and its greatest gift,
water.  From  having  just  22  large  dams  in  1949,  by  2000  it  had  around  23,000,  over  half  the  world’s  total,  
and is now extending its programme of mega dam building. China, after inviting international companies in
to help build the Three Gorges system, soon  absorbed  their  technologies  and  is  now  also  the  world’s  
largest international dam constructor. Geographically it is  the  control  of  the  world’s  greatest  water  store  
on the Tibetan plateau that is of vital importance to the many Asian nations that rely on these waters.
Ecologically dam building has a major effect on the diversity of river systems. Politically, economically and
environmentally these are major issues of which our growing generation should be aware.
David Fellows, NAEE Executive
The Wildlife Gardener Creating a Haven for Birds, Bees and Butterflies Kate Bradbury, 2013,
ISNB: 978-0857831576; Kyle Books; 144 pages; PB; available via Amazon. 12.97.
This is a brilliant book for use as a teachers' guide and for lesson planning where
the teacher wishes to focus on nature and environmental issues. I especially like
the practical sections (make and do). What child could resist making a bee
hotel, a hedgehog box or a pond for frogs? The 'Ten Things to Do' lists are a
good learning tool in support of environmental issues and nature. For example:
provide water for birds, bees and wasps, build log piles for hedgehogs and
beetles, leave windfall apples for butterflies to feed on, leave fallen leaves and
sticks under hedgerows for creepy crawly creatures. All simple and exciting tasks
for small children which will enable them to observe the visitors these ideas
bring to their gardens. If they are lucky they will have a garden at school. Children are endlessly inquisitive
and ask the most amazing questions about things they have seen:
Why has my frog got a red skin?
Why is the big bumble bee in our shed hardly moving?
My cat kills birds and I don't like it - what can I do?
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This book provides answers that the teacher can discuss and the children will learn the value of caring for
all creatures and how the environment is balanced. Although the illustrations in the book are delightful the
pages are far too busy and complex for children to use alone. There are almost too many treats all at once.
If you give a child a large box of exciting, colourful toys they will grab one after another in quick succession
and, just as quickly, toss them aside. Give them just one bright and colourful toy and they will really study
it and observe all its properties to the full.
All in all a really helpful book for teachers as a springboard for linking learning to the national curriculum, a
fantastic book for wildlife gardeners, but a little too advanced as a stand-alone book for children to use
individually.
Muriel Cahill
Dirty Teaching: A Beginner’s Guide to Learning Outdoors by Juliet Robertson. ISBN 978-178135-107-9. Independent Thinking Press, Wales, 2014;. SC 224 pp. £16.99
Once I began to read this book, I could not put it down – and that for me is one
sign of a really good book! The introduction all rings true, giving important
rationale points and highlighting what  teachers  already  have:  ‘the  skills  and  
competencies  to  teach  outside  as  well  as  inside.  …  any  approach  to  learning  and  
teaching  usually  works  just  as  effectively  outdoors  as  it  does  inside’.  Importantly,  
as the author points out, ‘teachers  have  to  make  an  effort  to  learn  how  to  teach  
outside on a frequent and regular basis – we have been conditioned to think
indoors’.  
This is not meant to be a textbook but rather a springboard for experimenting – it is packed full of great,
already-trialed ideas that can be taken, refined/tweaked and improved – to make it suit the particular and
specific needs of your class.
So why bother about ‘the  outdoors’?  Outdoor  learning  is  an  umbrella  term  that  covers  everything  that  
happens outside the classroom – adventurous activities, Environmental Education, team challenges,
international expeditions or playground games.  In  the  US,  a  whole  movement  exists  to  ‘get  outside’  – to
engage kids that are not interested in learning in the normal/sit-in-the-classroom methods, alongside
growing  numbers  of  children  suffering  from  obesity  and  ‘nature  deficit  disorder’  – the recognised condition
where a child grows up with a complete disconnect from the natural world! More and more children in
the United Kingdom now seem to have a similar disconnect – and this book is an excellent first step to
explain  ‘how  to’  get  outside!      
The book itself is structured so that you can read from cover to cover or dip in and out as needed/time
permits. The author intentionally did not include detailed lessons – but rather ideas that can be tailored to
each group or situation.
Before You go Outside is  all  about  ‘being  prepared’  – many experiences go wrong because of a lack of
adequate forethought or planning. The First Few Sessions helps you to transition from indoors to the
outdoors; Creating and Constructing includes concrete ideas for projects such as den building which may
be new to some teachers; Exploring  What’s  Out  There  highlights the things/ideas that might  be  ‘under  your  
feet or nose’  but  we  could  so  easily  miss – treasure hunts, trails, maybe using mobile technology to
enhance the experience; What To Do In Concrete Jungles deals with the challenge of a school without easy
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access  to  ‘beautiful  school  grounds’  and  how  to  use  a  ‘blank  space’  to  create  opportunities  – think about
what you have!
The last section regarding Cross Reference of Ideas to Subject Areas – so how different subjects can be
taught outdoors – is very useful for teachers, whether they see outdoor learning as a subject or a method.
In response to the issue of ‘there  are  already  so  many  books  about  the  outdoors  – why do we need
another?’ My reply is another question: ‘Why was this resource, which so very eloquently brings ideas
together and “joins so many dots” – not written earlier?’   Highly recommended – essential inspirational
reading for every teacher!
Henricus Peters, Editor
Dirty Teaching 20% discount to NAEEUK members for orders placed via www.crownhouse.co.uk using the
promotional code Dirty20.

Thinking Allowed On Schooling. Mick Waters; ISBN 978-1-78135-056-0; Independent
Thinking Press; Crown House Publishing Ltd; Printed & reprinted 2013. 384pp £11.99 - £14.99.
Kindle £8.99 (All royalties from sales go to Shelter Box: the international disaster relief charity
supporting families made homeless.)
As a Cumbrian colleague, I could be accused of bias in my comments about this book,
but  Mick’s  track-record speaks volumes. The book is crammed with down-to-earth
common sense observations and advice, formed from exhaustive research and vast
experience of all levels in the education system. He started as a primary school
classroom teacher and moved on through to headship, a spell as deputy CEO in
Birmingham, CEO in Manchester, both cities with plenty of challenging schools, head of
QCA and lately as inaugural president of the Curriculum Foundation. His passion as a
campaigner for high quality learning experiences for all young people, regardless of
their backgrounds, shines through this book.
His holistic approach takes the reader beyond questioning and evaluation with a pace that demands action
while still being enjoyable reading that emphasises the joy of schools and teaching. To clarify our thinking
there are specific chapters on most aspects of education including a detailed review of how we drifted
from  the  era  of  “Plowden”  and  the  many  freedoms  to  be  in  charge  of  learning processes, to our present
confines  and  the  dubious  strategies  we  need  to  employ  in  order  to  survive.  It’s  no  accident  that  Mick  is  one  
of NAEE’s Vice Presidents, for his vision of education is ours too. The world around us is full of interest and
change. We need to seize the opportunities to enjoy and understand it. Find time somehow to read this
book. It will underline why we should hold on to the principle that much of the best learning should be
stimulating.
David Fellows, NAEE Executive
Thinking Allowed on Schooling 20% discount to NAEEEUK members for orders placed via the website
www.crownhouse.co.uk using the promotional code Think20.
‘Books About…’ series is back next edition!
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Webwatch
Henricus Peters Editor
In  this  edition,  there’s  a review by a new member, a roundup of 2014 history resources – especially for
World War One – some upcoming events, and some popular  ‘social  media’  sites.

EVENTS

World Osprey Week is 23rd to 29th March – for
resources and to get your school involved,
including live Osprey tracking, visit and sign up at
www.ospreys.org.uk/world-osprey-week.
Compost Awareness Week May 2015 –
Composting and NEW Photographic Competition:
Schools and individuals are invited to create a
poster to promote the benefits of composting to
the environment and as a means of reducing
waste sent to landfill. Within this broad remit any
composting topic may be featured be it a
composting bin, garden or food waste, people or
general composting scenes. The Master
Composters hope school classes, community
groups and allotment associations will enter this,
and also the photographic, competition both of
which are free to enter.
Entries will be judged in four categories: 4-5 years,
6-8 years, 9-12 years and 13-17 years, with a
certificate also being awarded for the school
submitting the most and best entries. Closing date
for email and postal entries is 31st March. To
enter email Jpeg images to
carryoncomposting@ntlworld.com; the winners
will also be displayed on
the www.carryoncomposting.com website.
Wildlife Trackers
www.flyonthewall.uk.com/wildlifetrackers
Reviewed by Philippa Riste
This is an online game which aims to improve
general basic knowledge of common creatures in
the UK, aimed at kids aged 7 and over. Ironically,
the website tries to use technology to reduce the
amount of screen time kids get by encouraging
them outdoors. Children sign up to get their own
username and password (granted when approved
by a named adult), and can upload photos of
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animals they find in the wild to identify and learn
more about them, as well as gain valuable points
on their personal profile. Points add up to earn
virtual tracker badges for a given number of
spottings or activities completed. Children can
compete against other website users to enhance
their experience of using the site, and, in addition,
the site can be used by whole classes or schools to
enable healthy competition between larger
groups in reconnecting with nature. Wildlife
Trackers, although not written specifically to tie in
with the national curriculum, does overlap with its
objectives  to  ‘develop  a  sense  of  excitement  and  
curiosity  about  natural  phenomenon’  and  for  
children to be able to identify and name plants
and animals in their local environment. Above all,
this is a well thought-out tool which is free and
easy to access for both teachers and parents, and
definitely worth exploring!
With the anniversary of the First World War:
www.rgs.org/OurWork/Schools/Teaching+resourc
es/Key+Stage+3+resources/The+geography+of+co
nflict/The+impact+of+conflict+on+geography.htm
(Royal Geographical Society) looks at the impacts
of conflict on geography and the environment:
mass migrations of all sectors of the population ….  
large refugee camps generating vast quantities of
waste, water becomes contaminated and disease
is easily spread ….  the  setting  alight  of  oil  rigs
leads to air pollution ... during the Vietnam War,
‘agent  orange' was used to strip the foliage from
forested areas, so opposition soldiers were unable
to hide there! The result? Cancer and genetic
defects.
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www.pbs.org/greatwar/resources/lesson4.html
has resources on the Killing Fields and
www.tes.co.uk/teaching-resource/Maps-to-showEurope-before-and-after-World-War-1-6425886
has wartime maps.
Kew Gardens: www.kew.org/scienceconservation/plants-roots-to-riches From Roots to
Riches is the ‘BBC Radio 4 25-part series about
the relationship between people and plants over
the last 250 years. This major new partnership
between the BBC and the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, tells the story of botany and plant science at
Kew  Gardens.’  The book that accompanies the
radio series will be featured next edition.
Pinterest is a visual discovery tool that you can
use to find ideas for all your projects and
interests. There is a huge range of environmental
topics here – geography, travel, outdoors, outdoor
schools…  the  biggest  challenge  is  deciding  what  to  
use  and  what  NOT!  It  now  has  a  ‘search’  feature  
which helps to provide filtering.
www.londonmapper.org.uk aims to give
comprehensive ideas about issues of the capital –
education, welfare, population, health – in the
form of maps etc. This website aims to provide
comprehensive insights into the state of poverty
and inequality in the capital. It is a work in
progress and we are just at the start of what will
be a growing repository of a wide range of maps,
visualisations and analyses on London.

www.geography.org.uk/news/newwebsite/
Geography Association newly re-launched
website. Following a 20 month period of
extensive consultation, the  GA  states:  ‘The
objective of creating a new website was to
simplify the navigation process so visitors can
quickly find what they are looking for. We did this
by condensing the tab list and by using a
hierarchical structure to organise content. We are
particular proud of the Resources page, which
makes searching for resources a breeze thanks to
the interactive Resource Finder which enables
teachers and students to browse by curriculum
level and topic headings.’  
My comment: Yes, it’s  certainly  cleaner,  but  some  
of  the  ‘markers’  that  were  previously there – and I
was used to, are now gone. But generally, an
improvement! This site has a responsive design to
enable you to browse from your phone and tablet
with the same ease as on your laptop or PC.
www.naee.org.uk Our NAEE website is growing
and expanding – check  out  the  ‘Resources’  with  
downloads;  ‘Organisations’  for  groups  we  are  
connecting with; also look out for the new
Member Update section.
Social Media: Remember that websites and
groups with good sites will send updates direct to
you by email – you  will  need  to  ‘subscribe’;  or  else  
you  ‘follow’  them  in  twitter,  and  ‘like’  them  on  
facebook.
Please send your favourite and most-visited
websites to Henricus Peters at editor@naee.org.uk
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An organisation for anyone interested or involved in Environmental
Education and Education for Sustainable Development
Environmental Education journal 3 times a year
Resources and information for teachers and educators
Free membership for students
Network with experienced outdoor and environmental specialists
Your questions answered and ideas shared ~ NAEE online, twitter,
facebook, LinkedIn, pinterest
NAEE works with key related groups in the UK and worldwide

NAEE: Helping to reconnect young people with nature in and outside
of school!
For details and rates, visit www.naee.org.uk/get-involved or email info@naee.org.uk

For further information, or to join, see our website www.naee.org.uk.

NAEE is an educational charity, managed by teachers, for
teachers of Environmental Education everywhere! This journal is
free to all NAEE members.
NAEE receives no government funding and relies solely on membership,
donations, bequests and grants.
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